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Cultural Resources and Climbing: A Background

Summary: Climbers have continually prioritized climbing (and climbing in a comparably small area relative to what we can access with no 
conflicts) over sacred cultural sites at the expense of tribal/cultural relations and the greater climbing/outdoor community.



Indigenous People Were 
the First Climbers

8.3 kN

1-4 kN

• Indigenous rope could be 
crafted to be stronger than 
a BD Z4 .3 (8kN), .2 (6kN), 
.1 (5kN), and 0 (5kN).

• In the American South and 
West, pictographs and rock 
art are in locations only 
accessible by unprotected 
bouldering or climbing



Indigenous People are Not a Singular Group

• 574 Federally 
Recognized Tribes
• ~50% in Alaska

• More at State Level
• Assuming they are all 

one voice or monolith 
is inaccurate and 
unhelpful



• National Park Service
• Bureau of Land Management
• US Forest Service
• US Army Corps of Engineers
• Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement
• Also many groups at the state, local, and private level.

Key US Government Agencies With 
Responsibilities for Cultural Heritage



Responsibility of Cultural Resource Management

• What is Cultural Resource Management 
(CRM)?

• Ensuring that impacts to cultural resources 
from a variety of activities are accounted and 
mitigated with the goal being to reduce or 
eliminate irreversible harm to cultural 
resources.

• Relevant legislation for Climbers to Know
• National Historic Preservation Act of 1966
• National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
• Archeological and Historic Preservation Act of 1974
• Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979
• Native American Graves Repatriation and 

Protection Act of 1990



• Section 106 (54 USC §306108) requires any federal 
undertaking to consider adverse effects  on historic
resources.

• Section 110 (54 USC §306101-114) requires federal 
agencies to inventory and assess  properties under 
agency control.

• Section 110 also requires agencies to withhold  
assistance to applicants who intentionally affect 
historic properties.

• Section 304 (54 USC §307103) provides  
authority to withhold information to protect  
properties.

• Established the National Register of Historic 
Places.

• Established State Historic Preservation Offices.

National Historic Preservation Act of 1966



National Environmental Policy Act, 1969

• Intended to address potential impacts  
of federal actions on the “human  
environment”

• Section 101(4) “preserve important  
historic, cultural, and natural aspects of  
our national heritage…”

• Environmental Impact Statements or  
Environmental Assessments must  
assess threat to cultural resources.



Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979
&

ARPA
• Applies on public and tribal lands.
• Applies to resources at least 100 years 

old.
• Defines criminal and civil penalties.
• Regulates research through permit 

system.
• Provides authority to withhold information to 

protect properties.
AHPA

• Further site protections from development.
• Up to 1% of the cost of a federal project 

could be used for “recovery, protection, and 
preservation of any data deemed 
endangered.”

Archeological and Historic Preservation Act of 1974



Native American Graves Protection and 
Repatriation Act, 1990

• Requires federal agencies and institutions 
with federal money to return “cultural 
items” to lineal descendants and culturally 
affiliated tribes and native Hawaiians.

• Mostly human remains, funerary objects, 
sacred objects, and “objects of cultural 
patrimony.”

• Non-compliance is fined.
• Makes it a criminal offense to traffic in 

human remains. 12 months in prison, 
$100,000 fine for first offense.



Climbing and Archaeological Sites in Tennessee

Overlap at County Centroid Level – 91%



Significance of (Now) Climbing Lands to Tribes

• In the most recent Reel Rock, Hazel Findlay and Maddy Cope inadvertently violate a sacred site in 
their efforts to put up first ascents in Mongolia.

• Link: https://www.redbull.com/se-en/episodes/reel-rock-s7-e8
• 1:20-4:00 are most relevant to this discussion.

https://www.redbull.com/se-en/episodes/reel-rock-s7-e8


The Impact of Climbing



Woodcock Cove Resource Assessment
• Prior to opening, the crag was surveyed by 16 archaeology students at UTC.
• The EBCI THPO was involved throughout the process and eager for the opportunity to be 

involved, given the density of sites in the area.
• In recognizing the gesture, the EBCI THPO has extended gratitude to the climbing community 

and views climbers as responsible stewards.
• The survey resulted in no findings of indigenous resources and all areas were cleared for 

climbing.
• This was a risk both the SCC and Access Fund took, as discovery of sites could have impacted climbing.





Why Survey Possible Acquisitions?

• It is always best to be proactive.
• When closures happen, typical reasons are:

• Climbers assuming all rocks are for climbing.
• Native people and climbing groups attempted to 

make an arrangement that climbers then violated.
• Distrust and disrespect.
• Violation of tribal sovereignty.

• You cannot manage what you are not aware of.
• Cultural resource surveys prior to acquisition, or 

prior to opening of a crag, can go a long way in 
demonstrating we as a community are serious 
about conservation and preservation.

This smiley face drawn with climbing chalk is atop an eroded 
pictograph in a bouldering cave in New Mexico. Image: Shannon 
Cowell



Other Myth’s and Misunderstandings
• Climbing will be shut down archaeology.

• This could happen on public land. On private land, such as that 
owned by the SCC of Access Fund archaeologists do not have 
the authority to close climbing. They can only make 
management recommendations. The ultimate decision lies with 
the landowner.

• (To archaeologists) Climbers often damage archaeological 
site with blatant disregard.

• Most climbers are responsible stewards of all resources. A news 
bias certainly brings this issue more gravitas. No headline reads 
“Responsible Climber Sends Project, 5 Other Routes in a Sesh, 
Damages No Resources.” In fact, during a recent controversy (FB 
post at right), the damage was reported by climbers.

• “Conquistadors of the Useless” and “Because it’s there.”
• Assuming that because it is not used that it is “useless” is 

unhelpful. Mountains have been used by native peoples for 
millenia as hunting grounds, for ritual purposes, and as sacred 
objects in cultural viewsheds.

• Shiprock and The Totem Pole weren’t climbed by their respective 
people, but that doesn’t mean they are useless to them.

• “Because it’s there” started as a quip, but is now a mentality to 
justify the assumption that all rocks are to be climbed. And you 
know what they say about assumptions…



Educating Ourselves: Recognizing and 
Responsibly Acting on Cultural Resources
• Leave the item(s) alone, take a photo, 

and take a GPS point
• Contact the landowning group
• Reach out to SHPO or THPO office for 

guidance
• Look closely and pay attention

• Don’t expect archaeology to be obvious. 
It often takes a keen eye to recognize and 
avoid.

• Artifacts and cultural material can 
come in all shapes and sizes

• Rock/shelter art
• Ceramics (pottery)
• Lithics (stone tools)
• And these are just the most common for 

climbers to be aware of! Images from Google/Wikipedia commons under educational fair 
use. Left top to bottom: Mud glyph, petroglyph, pictograph. Right 
top to bottom: ceramics, projectile points, lithic artifact.



Resources

• https://www.indigenousfieldguide.com/
• A superb resource to inform and connect climbers with resources on 

indigenous backgrounds, beliefs, and regulations that affect climbing.
• Take the Pledge!

• https://www.nps.gov/subjects/archeology/siteindex.htm
• NPS Archaeology Program

• https://history.utah.gov/climbers-and-archaeology/
• A great write-up from colleagues in Utah regarding climbing and archaeology

• Check your knots, and climb on… just be more aware of your 
surroundings wen doing so.

https://www.indigenousfieldguide.com/
https://history.utah.gov/climbers-and-archaeology/
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